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Abstract: The endocrine disrupting activity of bisphenol compounds is well documented, but less
is known regarding their impact on cell division and early embryo formation. Here, we tested the
effects of acute in vitro exposure to bisphenol A (BPA) and its common substitute, bisphenol F (BPF),
during critical stages of mouse pre-implantation embryo development, including the first mitotic
division, cell polarization, as well as morula and blastocyst formation. Timing of initial cleavage was
determined by live-cell imaging, while subsequent divisions, cytoskeletal organization and lineage
marker labeling were assessed by high-resolution fluorescence microscopy. Our analysis reveals
that brief culture with BPA or BPF impeded cell division and disrupted embryo development at all
stages tested. Surprisingly, BPF was more detrimental to the early embryo than BPA. Notably, poor
embryo development was associated with cytoskeletal disruptions of the actomyosin network, apical
domain formation during cell polarization, actin ring zippering for embryo sealing and altered cell
lineage marker profiles. These results underscore that bisphenols can disrupt cytoskeletal integrity
and remodeling that is vital for early embryo development and raise concerns regarding the use of
BPF as a ‘safe’ BPA substitute.
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1. Introduction

Bisphenol compounds, such as bisphenol A (BPA), used in plastics manufacture are
prevalent environmental toxicants. The widespread use of BPA in many common products
has led to significant human exposure such that it is readily detected in blood, urine, and
sweat [1]. In women, BPA has also been detected in the follicular fluid surrounding the
oocyte in ovarian follicles, amniotic fluid during pregnancy and even breast milk in nursing
mothers [2,3]. It is a recognized endocrine disruptor that can promote estrogen-like effects
via activation of estrogen receptors [4,5]. Mounting evidence of the detrimental health
effects posed by BPA exposure on multiple systems, including reproductive health [6–8],
has led to restrictions on its use. As a result, there has been a marked increase in the
utilization of chemically similar replacement analogues such as bisphenol F (BPF) and
bisphenol S (BPS) [9–11]. Yet, more comprehensive analysis is needed to test the biological
impact of these replacement compounds, particularly with regard to their effect on female
gametes and embryos. Maternal exposure to BPA during early embryonic development
(E0.5–3.5) in mice was shown to lower embryo implantation rates due to delays in embryo
development and transport as well as reduced uterine receptivity [12,13]. Developmental
toxicity of BPA, BPF and BPS has also been reported in zebrafish [14] and chick embryos [15].
Analysis of porcine embryos demonstrated that BPA can promote mitochondrial and DNA
damage that impairs embryo development [16]. However, the underlying mechanisms by
which bisphenols directly impact early embryo formation remains poorly understood.

Pre-implantation embryo development depends on precise timing and stability of
early mitotic divisions as well as key transitions that involve critical remodeling of the
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cytoskeleton [17]. In mouse embryos, initial cleavage to the 2-cell stage typically occurs
within 24 h post fertilization (hpf), and the embryo continues to divide symmetrically to the
8-cell stage. Dynamic morphological changes then ensue around the 8–16 cell stage, with
blastomere (cell) polarization and compaction, characterized by a pronounced increase in
cell–cell contacts [18]. The actomyosin network plays an important role in this process,
which involves the establishment of tight and adherence junctions between blastomeres
that will be essential for embryo sealing [19,20]. Cell polarization begins at the late 8-cell
stage and is denoted by the formation of a unique apical domain in blastomeres located at
the outer position of the embryo. This domain is characterized by F-actin recruitment to
the cell cortex and expression of phosphorylated-Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin complex (pERM)
that serves as a linker between the plasma membrane and underlying actin cytoskeletal
network [21,22], emphasizing the critical role of cytoskeletal factors during embryo devel-
opment [17]. Moreover, cell polarization at the 8–16 cell stage is associated with blastomere
positioning to either an outer or inner location within the embryo, and the Hippo signaling
pathway [23] that regulates cell specification of the inner cell mass (ICM) and trophecto-
derm (TE) progenitor cells [24,25]. The ICM cells are typically characterized by expression
of the pluripotency marker NANOG, initially detected at the 16-cell stage, while TE cells
express CDX2 [26,27]. Considering the critical role of cytoskeletal integrity and remodeling
during key stages of embryo development [17], an increased understanding as to whether
environmental toxicants, such bisphenols, disrupt cytoskeletal components in early devel-
opment is warranted. Earlier studies reported microtubule and spindle disruptions in sea
urchin eggs and embryos in response to BPA [28]. Moreover, we previously demonstrated
that both BPA and BPF exert microtubule disruptive activity in female gametes that is
highly detrimental to spindle organization and stability [29]. Thus, we sought to assess the
effects of bisphenols during essential developmental transitions in the early embryo.

In this study, we tested the direct impact of bisphenols during in vitro mouse pre-
implantation embryo development. The effects of acute BPA and BPF exposure were
assessed at key stages, including 2-cell cleavage, cell polarization, morula and blastocyst
formation. Experiments focused on potential bisphenol-mediated effects on mitotic divi-
sion, the actomyosin network, cell polarization and cell lineage marker profiles. Our results
reveal that even brief bisphenol exposure impedes cell division and disrupts cytoskeletal
organization that is essential for these key developmental transitions. Our findings under-
score that both BPA and BPF are highly detrimental to the developing embryo and provide
novel insight regarding the underlying mechanisms of action.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Animals

For in vitro fertilization (IVF) studies, sperm and oocytes were obtained from B6D2F1
mice (C57BL/6J females× DBA/2J males). All mice were housed at a constant temperature
(24–26 ◦C) and controlled light cycle (12 h light/dark), with food and water provided
ad libitum. Animal use protocols were approved by the ‘Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee’ (IACUC) at the University of Georgia (Athens, GA, USA), and all experiments
were conducted in accordance with the stipulated guidelines.

2.2. In Vitro Fertilization (IVF), Embryo Culture and Bisphenol Exposure

Pre-implantation embryos were generated by IVF using standard protocols in our
laboratory [30]. To promote ovarian follicle development and ovulation, female mice were
treated with 5 IU pregnant mare serum gonadotrophin (EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA,
USA) followed by 5 IU human Chorionic Gonadotrophin (EMD Biosciences) 44–48 h later.
For IVF, cumulus-enclosed oocyte complexes (COCs) were recovered from the oviducts
of 4–7 female mice from the same litter approximately 16 h post hCG treatment. The
COCs were combined with sperm of a single male in micro-droplets of minimal essential
medium (MEM) supplemented with 3 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA). After a 4 h culture, the presumptive zygotes were rinsed three
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times in fresh media then transferred to 200 µL MEM micro-droplets under oil until 24 h
post fertilization to undergo the first cleavage to the 2-cell stage. For subsequent embryo
development, at 24 hpf the embryos were briefly rinsed and transferred to 200 µL KSOM
media micro-droplets under oil and maintained up to 96 hpf at 37 ◦C under an atmosphere
of 5% O2, 5% CO2 and 90% N2.

The effect of brief bisphenol exposure was tested at key stages of pre-implantation
embryo development. Bisphenol A (BPA) and bisphenol F (BPF) were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and dissolved in Dimethyl Sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-
Aldrich) for stock solution preparation. In different experiments, zygotes and embryos were
generated by IVF, as described above, and were randomly allocated into either control or
bisphenol treatment groups at specified times, including 4, 48, 53, or 72 h post fertilization
(hpf) that correspond to the timing of the first cleavage, cell polarization, morula and
blastocyst formation, respectively. A minimum of 3 replicates were conducted for each
experiment, with approximately 30–40 zygotes/embryos per treatment group. In brief,
the developing embryos were cultured in media supplemented with a low or high dose
(5, 25 µg/mL) of either BPA or BPF, while control embryos were cultured in fresh media
with 0.05% DMSO. The bisphenol concentrations used are similar to previous studies
with oocytes [31,32] and embryos [16] as well as our studies demonstrating cytoskeletal
disrupting activity [29].

2.3. Live Cell Imaging

Timing of the first mitotic cleavage division post fertilization was assessed by live cell
imaging, under bright-field conditions. In vitro fertilization was conducted as described.
At 4 hpf, the presumptive zygotes were rinsed in fresh media and transferred to a 200 µL
MEM/BSA micro-droplet, overlaid with mineral oil, in a 30 mm glass bottom Petri dish
that was placed within an environmental chamber (Tokai Hit, Fujinomiya, Shizuoka, Japan)
for confocal imaging. The embryos were maintained at 37 ◦C, with an atmosphere of
5% CO2, 5% O2 and balance Nitrogen. Live cell imaging began at 5 hpf and the embryos
were monitored at 20-min intervals for 24 h using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-U/D-Eclipse C1 laser
scanning confocal microscope equipped with a 10× objective lens. Image acquisition was
conducted using EZ-C1 software (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA) with a step size of 5 µm and a
Z-stack of 100 µm. Imaging data were analyzed using NIS Elements software (Nikon).

2.4. Immunofluorescence

Embryos were fixed and immunolabeled with specific antibodies as previously de-
scribed [33] to detect specific markers including, H3K9me3 (1:500, Cat#ab5819, Abcam,
Cambridge, MA, USA), acetylated α-Tubulin (1:1000, Cat# T6793, Sigma Aldrich), NANOG
(1:200, Cat#REC-RCAB002P-F, Cosmo Bio, Carlsbad, CA, USA), CDX2 (1:200, Cat#AM392GP,
Biogenex, Fremont, CA, USA), myosin II chain B (1:1000, Cat#B268382, BioLegend, San
Diego, CA, USA), phospho-Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin (1:200, Cat#3726S, Cell Signaling Tech-
nology, Beverly, MA, USA), or YAP1(1:1000, clone 2F12, Cat#H00010413-M01, Abnova,
Taipei City, Taiwan). In brief, fixed embryos were incubated with specific primary anti-
bodies overnight at 4 ◦C, then washed 3 times and incubated (1 h) at 37 ◦C with specific
Alexa Fluor conjugated 488 or 555 secondary antibodies (1:1000, Cat#A11070, A21425,
A11017, A21430, Life Technologies, Eugene, OR, USA) or Alexa Fluor 633 phalloidin (1:1000,
Cat#A22284, Life Technologies, Waltham, MA, USA). After a final wash, the embryos were
transferred onto glass slides and overlaid with mounting medium (Vecta Shield, Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) containing DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole)
to counterstain the DNA. Fluorescence was assessed using either a Leica DMRE upright
fluorescent microscope (Leica Microsystem, Deerfield, IL, USA) or a Zeiss LSM 710 con-
focal microscope equipped with 40× and 63× objectives and imaging software. In some
experiments the embryos were also assessed by super-resolution structured illumination
microscopy (SR-SIM) using a Zeiss Elyra S1 system equipped with 100x oil immersion lens,
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and ZEN 2011 software with a SIM analysis module for image acquisition at the Biomedical
Microscopy Core (BMC) facility, University of Georgia.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as either mean percentages (±s.e.m.) or median values from
a minimum of three independent experimental replicates. Scoring was performed in
a nonblinded manner. The GraphPad Prism software was used for data analysis and
preparation of all graphs. Box and whiskers plots represent min. and max. values with the
median shown by the central horizontal line, and box limits corresponding to the 25th and
75th percentiles. The data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA for multiple comparisons
between groups, and differences were considered to be significant when p < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Bisphenol Exposure Shortly after Fertilization Disrupts the First Cleavage Division

To test the effect of bisphenol exposure during the first cleavage division, 1-cell zygotes
were cultured in media with either BPA or BPF (5, 25 µg/mL) from 4 to 24 hpf then
immediately fixed for immunofluorescence (Figure 1A). Fertilization was confirmed by
differential chromosome complement labeling with the maternal-specific histone marker,
H3K9me3 [34] and the number of 2-cell embryos determined. In addition, chromatin and
microtubule configurations were used to classify arrested zygotes at either the pronuclear
(PN) or first mitosis stages (Figure 1B–D). In the control group, approximately 81% of the
embryos reached the 2-cell stage by 24 hpf. However, exposure to high dose (25 µg/mL)
BPA or BPF significantly reduced the 2-cell rate to 25% and less than 1%, respectively
(Figure 1C). The majority of arrested zygotes in the BPF group failed to develop beyond
the PN stage, whereas BPA-exposed zygotes arrested at either the PN stage or the first
mitosis (Figure 1D). Next, live-cell imaging was used to assess the timing of 2-cell cleavage
(Figure 1E,F). In the control group, cleavage onset occurred at approximately 21 hpf,
with 90% of the cleaved embryos reaching the 2-cell stage by 23 hpf. The blastomeres
appeared similar in size with no overt morphological abnormalities (Figure 1E–G). Notably,
bisphenol exposure significantly delayed the onset of 2-cell cleavage with high BPF almost
fully blocking division. Moreover, the few cleaved embryos showed poor morphology
with increased rates of asymmetric division and blastomere fragmentation (Figure 1E,G).
These data demonstrate that brief BPA or BPF exposure shortly after fertilization promotes
a significant delay or block of the first mitotic division. Interestingly, BPF exposure was
more detrimental than BPA, leading to almost complete zygote arrest at the PN stage.

3.2. Transient Bisphenol Exposure at the Zygote Stage Disrupts the Cortical Actomyosin Network
and Limits Subsequent Embryo Development

Next, we sought to assess the effects of transient BPA and BPF exposure during the first
cleavage division on subsequent embryo development (Figure 2). To this end, zygotes were
briefly exposed to BPA or BPF from 4 to 24 hpf, as previously described, then thoroughly
washed and transferred to fresh KSOM media alone for culture until 96 hpf (Figure 2A),
when embryo development was assessed in all groups (Figure 2B,C). The majority of
embryos in the control and low dose (5 µg/mL) BPA or BPF groups reached the blastocyst
stage by 96 hpf. In contrast, brief exposure to the higher concentration (25 µg/mL) of
BPA or BPF significantly impaired embryo development, despite compound removal at
24 hpf. In the high dose BPA group, only 46% of the embryos reached the blastocyst stage,
30% were morula and 24% arrested with less than 4–8 cells. Notably, transient exposure
to 25 µg/mL BPF was more detrimental, such that only 15% of the embryos developed to
the either morula or blastocyst stage, 48% arrested with 2–8 cells and 37% never cleaved
(Figure 2C).
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Figure 1. Brief exposure to BPA or BPF at the 1-cell zygote stage disrupts the first mitotic division.
(A) Timing of BPA or BPF exposure (shown in grey) and embryo fixation. (B) Representative images
of embryos fixed at 24 hpf and corresponding illustrations. H3K9me3 is shown in red, DAPI- labeled
DNA in blue and acetylated α-tubulin in green. Pb: polar body. Scale bar of 20 µm. Percent
(mean ± s.e.m.) total (C) 2-cell stage embryos or (D) arrested zygotes, at either the pronuclear stage
or first mitosis. Data summary from 3–5 replicates, with a total of 100–150 embryos per group.
(E) Representative images from live-cell imaging during 5–29 hpf. Red squares denote the inset.
Dashed red lines denote asymmetric blastomeres. (F) Timing of 2-cell cleavage onset assessed at
20-min intervals. (G) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.) of 2-cell embryos that show disrupted cleavage and
fragmentation. Data summary from 2–3 replicates, with a total of 80–180 embryos per group. hpf:
hours post fertilization. Different letters denote significant differences (p < 0.05) between groups.
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 compared to the control group.
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Figure 2. Transient bisphenol exposure at the 1-cell zygote stage impairs development to the blas-
tocyst stage, despite compound removal. (A) Timing of BPA or BPF exposure (4–24 hpf, grey)
and embryo fixation (96 hpf). (B) Representative images of embryos fixed at 96 hpf, labeled with
anti-NANOG (green), anti-CDX2 (red) and Phalloidin to detect F-actin (magenta). DAPI-labeled
DNA is shown in blue. Scale bar of 20 µm. (C) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.) total embryos at different
stages of pre-implantation development at 96 hpf. (D) Total cells per embryo in each group. Percent
(E) NANOG-positive and (F) CDX2-postive cells detected in embryos with more than 16 total cells.
Box and whiskers plots represent the min and max values, with the center horizontal line representing
the median. hpf: hours post fertilization. Different letters (red) denote significant differences (p < 0.05)
between groups.
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To further assess the embryos, DAPI-labeled DNA was used to determine the total
cell number and all embryos were assessed by immunofluorescence to detect NANOG and
CDX2, key markers for the inner cell mass (ICM) and trophectoderm (TE) cell lineages,
respectively (Figure 2B,E,F). Previous studies report only weak NANOG and CDX2 expres-
sion at the 8-cell stage. NANOG expression increases in 16-cell stage embryos, while CDX2
is gradually restricted in a subset of cells [35–37]. Therefore, embryos with less than 16-cells
were excluded when comparing NANOG and CDX2-labeled cells in all groups. Embryos
in the high dose (25 µg/mL) bisphenol groups contained significantly fewer total cells.
Notably, only 15% of embryos in the BPF group contained 16 or more total cells (Figure 2D).
Lineage marker profiles were also altered in response to bisphenol exposure (Figure 2E,F).
In embryos transiently exposed to 5 µg/mL BPA, the percent NANOG positive cells was
reduced while CDX2 positive cells increased. In contrast, the proportion of NANOG posi-
tive cells increased in embryos exposed to higher (25 µg/mL) BPA or BPF. These altered
marker profiles, point to a disruption in embryo development and the regulation of cell
lineage specification.

Cytoskeletal components, such as actin microfilaments, play an important role in
pre-implantation embryo development. For example, both cell division and compaction
are highly dependent on the force generated by actomyosin contractility [38]. We, therefore,
assessed F-actin and Myosin-II labeling in all embryos at 96 hpf (Figure 3). In control
blastocysts, F-actin was detected at the cell cortex (Figure 3A). Higher magnification
revealed clear myosin-II labeling along the actin filament, forming a well-defined tubular
structure beneath the cell membrane (Figure 3B). In contrast, the actomyosin network was
disrupted in BPA and BPF-treated embryos, with F-actin showing an irregular punctate
and ‘patchy’ appearance together with weak and disconnected myosin-II filament labeling
(Figure 3B–D). In sum, these data demonstrate that embryo development to the blastocyst
stage is impaired by brief exposure to the bisphenols during the zygote stage, despite
compound withdrawal at 24 hpf. Significantly fewer embryos reach the blastocyst stage.
Moreover, these embryos show reduced total cell numbers, altered expression of key cell
lineage markers and pronounced disruption of the actomyosin network.

3.3. Bisphenol Exposure during the 4–8 Cell Stage Disrupts Initial Cell Polarization and Division

Next, we assessed the effect of bisphenol exposure on cell division and the actomyosin
network during successive stages of embryo development, beginning with the 4 to 8-cell
stage when embryos undergo initial cell polarization. The actomyosin network plays a
critical role in Par-aPKC complex recruitment to a unique apical domain that forms during
polarization at the 8-cell stage [39] that, in turn, influences initial cell specification [40]. In
brief, 4-cell embryos (at 48 h post fertilization) were cultured with media supplemented
with BPA or BPF (5, 25 µg/mL) for 8 h before fixation at 56 hpf (Figure 4A). Total cells per
embryo were determined as well as the number of microtubule (MT) bridges, labeled with
acetylated tubulin, between blastomeres (Figure 4B–D) that denote cell division. Embryos
briefly exposed to either 5 or 25 µg/mL BPF contained significantly fewer total cells and
fewer MT bridges (Figure 4C,D) that appeared thinner compared to controls, indicating a
possible block or delay in cell division. In contrast, there was no difference in total cells or
the number of MT bridges per embryo in either BPA group. Yet, the MT bridge structure
appeared thicker, suggestive of recent cell division in these embryos (Figure 4B). The
majority of embryos exposed to BPF and high dose BPA also showed punctate myosin-II
labeling at the cell cortex (Figure 4B,E), indicative of the cytokinesis cleavage furrow and
likely recent/delayed cell division.

At the 8-cell stage, the outer cells of the embryo become polarized with the formation
of a unique apical domain, denoted by a ‘cap-like’ labeling with the microvillar marker,
pERM (phosphorylated Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin) and an F-actin ring at the cortex [40,41].
Therefore, we evaluated apical pERM and F-actin labeling in all groups (Figure 4F). In
control 8-cell embryos, cortical enrichment of F-actin together with a bright pERM-labeled
‘cap’ was observed in the outer polarized blastomeres. In contrast, BPA and BPF-treated
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embryos contained a mixture of outer polarized and ‘apolar’ blastomeres with limited
apical domain formation, indicating a disruption in initial cell polarization. Fluorescence
analysis also revealed reduced signal intensity for both pERM and F-actin (Figure 4F,G).
Surprisingly, some apical domain formation was observed in embryos that remained at
the 4–6 cell stage in the BPF-treated group (Figure 4H,I). This indicates that while cell
polarization typically occurs at the late 8-cell stage -this process is not strictly dependent
on total blastomere number. These results demonstrate that bisphenol exposure during
the 4–8 cell stage disrupts cell division and initial cell polarization, with reduced F-actin
recruitment and apical domain formation, pointing to defects in cytoskeletal organization
and/or integrity.
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Figure 3. Embryos transiently exposed to bisphenol post fertilization show disruptions in the
actomyosin network at 96 hpf. (A) Representative images of the actomyosin network in embryos
fixed at 96 hpf labeled with anti-myosin II (green) and Phalloidin to detect F-actin (magenta). DAPI-
labeled DNA is shown in blue. Dashed box and lines denote the zoomed region below. Arrowheads
indicate disconnected myosin-II filaments. Scale bar of 20 µm (B) Optical sections of the actomyosin
network at the cortex between blastomeres visualized at high (100×) magnification. Scale bar of
5 µm. Percentage of total embryos with (C) irregular, “patchy”, F-actin staining and (D) disconnected
myosin-II filaments. Data summary of 2 replicates, with a total of 10–25 embryos per group.
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Figure 4. Brief bisphenol exposure disrupts cell division and polarization during 4 to 8-cell stage.
(A) Timing of BPA or BPF (48–56 hpf, grey) exposure and embryo fixation. (B) Representative
images of embryos fixed at 56 hpf and double-labeled with anti-myosin II (green) and anti-acetylated
α-Tubulin (red) to detect microtubule (MT) bridges between blastomeres. DAPI-labeled DNA (blue).
Dashed boxes indicate zoomed adjacent panels showing a 7.5x magnification. Arrow heads denote
irregular, patchy, myosin-II staining. Total (mean ± s.e.m.) (C) cell number and (D) MT- bridges per
embryo in all groups. (E) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.) of total embryos with irregular patchy myosin-II
staining. Summary of data from 3–5 replicates with a total of 40–50 embryos in each group. Different
letters denote significant differences (p < 0.05) between groups. (F) Representative images of the
apical domain in polarized cells in embryos double-labeled with anti-phosphorylated-ERM (pERM,
green) and F-actin/phalloidin (magenta). (G) Representative signal intensity plots for pERM (green)
and F-actin (magenta) at the apical domain. (H) Representative image of a polarized 4-cell embryo.
(I) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.) of total embryos with polarized cells in all groups. Scale bar of 20 µm.
hpf: hours post fertilization.
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3.4. Bisphenols Disrupt the Actin Ring “Zippering” Process during Morula Formation

Apical domain formation and cell polarization play an important role in cell lineage
specification as well as embryo sealing and compaction at the morula stage [20]. There-
fore, we next tested the effect of bisphenol exposure during morula formation (Figure 5)
at the 8–16 cell stage. As embryos develop to the morula stage, a pronounced increase
in cell–cell adhesion and tight junctions creates an outer permeability layer to seal the
embryo. Comprehensive studies [20] revealed that this sealing process involves formation
of the unique cortical F-actin rings at the apical domain of the outer blastomeres as initially
observed at the 8-cell stage. These F-actin rings then expand to contact neighboring rings
on adjacent blastomeres and undergo a ‘zippering’ process to form tight junctions (Illus-
trated in Figure 5B). The established outer permeability layer is essential for subsequent
expansion of the blastocyst cavity [20]. To test whether bisphenol exposure affects this
critical process, at 53 hpf embryos were transferred to media supplemented with either
BPA or BPF (5, 25 µg/mL) while the control group was cultured in fresh media alone and
fixed at 72 hpf (Figure 5A). Total cells per embryo were determined by DAPI-labeled DNA,
while actin-ring formation and ‘zippering’ at the cell cortex was assessed by F-actin and
myosin-II labeling of the actomyosin network.

Embryos cultured with the high dose BPA or BPF contained significantly fewer total
cells compared to controls. Notably, even exposure to lower dose (5 µg/mL) BPF was highly
detrimental at this stage, with few embryos containing 16-cells (Figure 5C,D). Labeling of
the actomyosin network (Figure 5C) revealed that almost 90% of control embryos were
fully ‘zippered’, denoted by actin ring expansion and contact between rings on adjacent
blastomeres, indicative of embryo sealing. In contrast, the percent of fully ‘zippered’
embryos was significantly lower following brief culture with high dose BPA or both doses
of BPF (Figure 5E). The non-zippered embryos exhibited disconnected myosin-II filaments
with reduced actin ring expansion or contact between adjacent blastomeres. These data
demonstrate that a brief bisphenol exposure during morula formation impairs cell division
leading to fewer total cells per embryo. Importantly, BPA and BPF exposure also disrupted
the actomyosin network that plays an essential role in actin ring expansion and ‘zippering’
between blastomeres for embryo sealing.

3.5. Bisphenol Exposure during Morula Formation Disrupts Cell Polarity, YAP1+pos Cell
Distribution and Lineage Marker Profiles

Considering that actin ring zippering was disrupted in the bisphenol groups, we also
assessed cell polarity at the morula stage. Cortical F-actin and pERM labeling of the apical
domain in polarized cells were evaluated in embryos exposed to either BPA or BPF from
53–72 hpf relative to controls (Figure 6). In control morula-stage embryos, pERM labeled
the apical domain of all blastomeres on the outer surface of the entire embryo. As shown in
the optical section, pERM fully covers and encloses the entire embryo surface, indicating
polarization of all outer cells as well as increased cell adhesion and compaction (Figure 6A).
In contrast, cell polarization was disrupted in embryos exposed to either BPA or BPF.
Bisphenol exposed embryos that arrested at the 8-cell stage exhibited pERM staining at
individual apical domains that are not connected, while those that reached the morula stage
showed disconnected cell–cell interface along the embryo surface or pERM enrichment was
restricted to part of the embryo surface, indicating asynchronous/disrupted polarization of
the outer cells (Figure 6B). Overall, exposure to high (25 µg/mL) BPA or BPF disrupts cell
polarization and significantly reduced the percentage of embryos showing pERM labeling
along its entire surface (Figure 6C).
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Figure 5. The process of actin-zippering for embryo sealing is disrupted by bisphenol exposure during
compaction. (A) Timing of BPA or BPF exposure (53–72 h, grey) and embryo fixation. (B) Illustration
of the zippering process between blastomeres, including cortical actin ring formation, expansion,
and connection with neighboring rings (zippering) for embryo sealing. (C) Representative images of
zippered and non-zippered embryos double-labeled with anti-myosin II (green) and Phalloidin/F-
actin (magenta) at the cell junction between blastomeres. DAPI-labeled DNA is shown in blue. Scale
bar of 20 µm. Dashed box and lines denote the zoom region below. (D) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.) of
total embryos with less than 8 cells, 8–15, or 16-cells or more at 72 hpf. (E) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.)
of total “zippered” embryos at 72 hpf. Summary data of 7–8 replicates with total 100–150 embryos
in each group. Different letters denote significant differences (p < 0.05) between groups. * p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.001 compared to the control group.
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Figure 6. Bisphenol exposure during morula formation disrupts cell polarity and YAP1+ cell dis-
tribution. (A) Representative images (full projection and optical sections) of embryos at 72 hpf
from the (A) control and (B) bisphenol-treated groups, labeled with anti-pERM (green) and F-actin
(magenta). DAPI-labeled DNA (blue). Scale bar of 20µm. (C) Percent (mean ± s.e.m.) of embryos
‘enclosed’ with pERM labeling over entire surface. Representative data from 3–4 replicates with a
total 35–50 embryos in each group. (D) Representative images of embryos at 72 hpf, double labeled
with anti-pERM (green) and the HIPPO signaling factor, YAP1 (red). DAPI-labeled DNA is shown
in blue. (E) Percentage of cells per embryo with nuclear YAP1 positive labelling. (F) Total cells per
embryo located in the outer position with nuclear YAP1 positive labelling. Box and whiskers plots
represent the min and max values, with the center horizontal line representing the median. Scale bar
of 20 µm. hpf: hours post fertilization. Different letters (red) denote significant differences (p < 0.05)
between groups.
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Cell polarization has been linked to the regulation of cells fate determination in the
embryo. Studies report that in polarized cells, the transcription factor Yes-associated
protein 1 (YAP1) promotes expression of CDX2, in the trophectoderm (TE) cells, which
are typically located at the peripheral (outer) position in the embryo. Conversely, Hippo
signaling suppresses YAP1 and CDX2 expression in unpolarized (apolar) cells that lack
the apical domain and are located at a central (inner) position within the embryo [23,27].
Therefore, we assessed whether bisphenol exposure during morula formation affects YAP1
expression and distribution (Figure 6D–F). Interestingly, despite having fewer total cells
(Figure 5B), embryos exposed to high dose BPA and BPF contained a significantly higher
percent of total cells with YAP1 positive labeling (Figure 6E). Moreover, BPF-exposed
embryos showed altered cell positioning (distribution), with fewer total YAP1 positive cells
observed at the outer position in the embryo (Figure 6F). This suggests that regulation of cell
positioning and/or Hippo signaling, which normally suppresses YAP1 in non-polarized
(inner) cells, may be disrupted. Considering the role YAP1 plays in promoting CDX2
expression, next we assessed NANOG and CDX2 labeling (Figure 7A–D) as key markers for
the ICM and TE cell lineages, respectively [27,42]. As we previously showed, exposure to
BPA or BPF reduced the total cell numbers per embryo (Figure 7B), indicative of impaired
cell division. NANOG labeling was detected in the cell nuclei and quantitative analysis
revealed that the percent of total NANOG positive cells per embryo was significantly
lower following high (25 µg/mL) BPA or BPF exposure (Figure 7C). In turn, consistent
with our observed increase in YAP1 positive cells, the percent of total CDX2 positive cells
per embryo (Figure 7D) was significantly higher in embryos exposed to BPA and BPF. In
sum, these data demonstrate that bisphenol exposure during morula formation impairs
cell division and disrupts cell polarization. Additionally, disrupted cell polarization was
associated with alterations in the expression and distribution of YAP1 positive cells in these
embryos. The proportion of NANOG and CDX2 positive cells was also skewed towards
a TE profile in BPA and BPF-exposed embryos, suggestive of disrupted regulation of cell
lineage specification.

3.6. Bisphenol Exposure during Blastocyst Formation Disrupts Cell Division, Embryo Hatching
and Lineage Marker Profiles

Finally, we tested the impact of bisphenol exposure during development from the
morula to blastocyst stage (Figure 8). As previously described, IVF embryos were cul-
tured in KSOM media until 72 hpf then transferred to fresh media (controls) or media
supplemented with either BPA or BPF (5, 25 µg/mL) for culture until fixation at 96 hpf
(Figure 8A). The embryos were triple labeled to detect F-actin, NANOG and CDX2, while
DAPI-labeled DNA was used to assess the number of total cells per embryo (Figure 8B).
As we observed in earlier stages tested, embryos exposed to high (25 µg/mL) BPA or BPF
contained significantly fewer total cells (Figure 8C), indicative of impaired cell division.
Interestingly, culture with BPA during blastocyst formation resulted in fewer total cells
per embryo compared to BPF, differing from its less detrimental effect at earlier stages of
embryo development. Moreover, exposure to BPA and BPF led to significantly reduced
embryo hatching rates compared to controls (Figure 8D), such that the majority (65%) of
BPA-treated embryos remained fully enclosed by the zona pellucida with no initiation
of hatching.

Immunofluorescence (Figure 8B) analysis also revealed altered cell lineage marker
profiles following bisphenol exposure, as reflected by the percentage of NANOG and
CDX2 positive cells per embryo (Figure 8E,F). Interestingly, culture with BPA or BPF
promoted different responses. Embryos exposed to high (25 µg/mL) BPF contained a
lower percentage of NANOG positive cells. Conversely, in BPA exposed embryos, the
percentage of NANOG positive cells tended to increase while the percent CDX2 positive
cells significantly decreased (Figure 8E,F). These data demonstrate that bisphenol exposure,
during blastocyst formation (72–96 hpf), limits cell division and significantly reduces the
percentage of embryos that reach the hatching stage. Additionally, cell lineage marker
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profiles were altered in BPA and BPF-treated embryos. Further studies are needed to assess
whether dysregulation of Hippo signaling may play a role in these disrupted profiles.

In sum, our comprehensive analysis reveals that brief bisphenol exposure disrupts
cell division and cytoskeletal organization that is highly detrimental to pre-implantation
embryo development, at all key stages tested (Table 1). A schematic summary (Figure 9)
illustrates the disruption of key processes including, cell division, cell polarization, embryo
sealing and cell lineage profiles.
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Figure 7. Bisphenol exposure during morula formation disrupts cell division and lineage marker
profiles. (A) Representative images of embryos at 72 hpf, labelled with F-actin (magenta) together
with anti-NANOG (green) and anti-CDX2 (red) to detect inner cell mass (ICM) and trophectoderm
(TE) cells, respectively. DAPI-labelled DNA (blue). Scale bar of 20 µm. (B) Total cells per embryo in
each group at 72 hpf. Percentage of total cells per embryo with (C) NANOG and (D) CDX2 positive
labelling. Box and whiskers plots represent the min and max values, with the center horizontal
line representing the median. hpf: hours post fertilization. Different letters (red) denote significant
differences (p < 0.05) between groups.
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Figure 8. Brief bisphenol exposure during blastocyst formation limits embryo hatching and skews
cell lineage specification. (A) Timing of BPA or BPF exposure (72–96 hpf, grey) and embryo fixation.
(B) Representative images of embryos fixed at 96 hpf, labeled with F-actin (magenta) together with
anti-NANOG (green) and anti-CDX2 (red) to detect the inner cell mass (ICM) and trophectoderm
(TE) cells, respectively. DAPI-labeled DNA (blue). Scale bar of 20 µm. (C) Total cells per embryo
in each group at 96 hpf. (D) Stage of embryo hatching in each group. Percentage of total cells per
embryo with (E) NANOG and (F) CDX2 positive labeling at 96 hpf. Box and whiskers plots represent
the min and max values, with the center horizontal line representing the median. hpf: hours post
fertilization. Different letters (red) denote significant differences (p < 0.05) between groups. * p < 0.05,
** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 compared to the control group.
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Table 1. Summary of Bisphenol Affects During Key Stages of Preimplantation Embryo Development.

Stage of Bisphenol Exposure and Embryo Fixation Bisphenol-Mediate Disruptions

• First Cleavage
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Figure 9. Graphic summary of key transitions during mouse pre-implantation development (first
row) and how brief bisphenol exposure (second row) disrupts each stage.

4. Discussion

In this study we tested the direct effects and underlying mechanisms of bisphenol
action during key stages of mouse pre-implantation development. Our results reveal
that brief BPA or BPF exposure significantly impedes cell division at each stage assessed.
Notably, poor embryo development was associated with disruption of the actomyosin
network, cell polarization, embryo sealing at the morula stage, and blastocyst hatching as
well as altered cell lineage marker profiles. Surprisingly, BPF exposure was more damaging
to the embryo compared to BPA. This comprehensive analysis provides new mechanistic
insight into the detrimental effects of bisphenol compounds on cytoskeletal integrity and
remodeling that is essential for formation of the early embryo.
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Maternal exposure to BPA shortly after fertilization delays embryo development [12,13].
However, the underlying mechanisms by which bisphenols directly affect early embryo
formation are poorly understood. Here, we demonstrate that brief culture with either BPA
or BPF impairs cell division at all key stages of pre-implantation development, resulting in
fewer total cells per embryo. Notably, exposure at the zygote stage (4–24 hpf) disrupted
the first cleavage division. Live cell imaging revealed that BPA delays the onset of 2-cell
cleavage, while BPF was more damaging such that the majority of zygotes arrested at the
pronuclear stage with no mitotic spindle assembly. Bisphenol exposure at the 4–8 cells
stage also led to disruption of MT-bridges between the dividing blastomeres that normally
connect these cells post division [43], indicative of microtubule defects. Notably, in previous
studies we demonstrated that BPA and its common replacement analogue, BPF, exert
microtubule disruptive activity in mouse oocytes that perturbs meiotic spindle organization
and stability, with BPA being more damaging [29]. Earlier investigations identified tubulin
as a BPA target protein [28] and reported disrupted microtubule assembly in plant cells [44]
as well as in somatic cell lines cultured with bisphenols [45]. Surprisingly, BPF exposure
was more damaging to the early embryo. This differs from our analysis in oocytes [29] and
studies in zebrafish embryo-larvae that report higher toxicity for BPA [46]. Culture with BPF
resulted in embryos with fewer total cells compared to BPA during most developmental
stages we assessed, raising concerns regarding its use as a ‘safe’ replacement analogue.
It was only during blastocyst formation when BPA exposure was more detrimental to
cell division. This indicates that early embryos show differing levels of susceptibility to
the detrimental effects of either BPA or BPF, which may be caused by alternative modes
of action and/or depend on the stage of development. Hence, additional studies are
warranted to comprehensively investigate the underlying molecular mechanism(s) by
which bisphenols disrupt cell division in the embryo.

Importantly, bisphenol exposure during the first cleavage division was detrimental
to subsequent embryonic development, despite compound removal. Following transfer
to fresh media at 24 hpf, the majority of BPF-exposed embryos arrested after one or two
divisions. Only 15% of the embryos developed to the 16-cell stage, underscoring that BPF is
highly damaging to the early embryo. In contrast, zygotes exposed to BPA resumed division
following compound removal. Yet, analysis at 96 h revealed impaired development. Fewer
embryos reached the blastocyst stage and the majority contained significantly fewer total
cells. Thus, transient exposure to bisphenols during the zygote stage promotes lasting
effects that significantly disrupt subsequent embryonic development. Notably, in addition
to cell division defects, bisphenol-exposed embryos were characterized by altered cell
lineage marker profiles and pronounced disruption of the actomyosin network. Control
embryos showed myosin-II labeling along the actin filament in a well-defined tubular
structure beneath the cell membrane. In contrast, bisphenol exposure led to an abnormal
punctate F-actin appearance with weak and disconnected myosin-II filaments. These
damaging effects on the cytoskeleton can disrupt development, as both cell division and
compaction are highly dependent on the force generated by actomyosin contractility [38].

We assessed the impact of bisphenol exposure on the actomyosin network during
successive stages of embryo development, beginning with initial cell polarization. At the
8-cell stage, the outer cells of the embryo become polarized with the formation of a distinct
apical domain, characterized by an F-actin ring at the cortex and ‘cap-like’ labeling with
phospho-ERM (Ezrin/Radixin/Moesin) [10,41]. Our analysis revealed that while apical
domain formation ensues in bisphenol-treated embryos, F-actin recruitment and pERM
labeling was significantly reduced, and the embryos had fewer polarized cells. Interestingly,
apical domain formation ensued in bisphenol-treated embryos that remained arrested at
the 4–6 cell stage, thus, demonstrating that regulation of cell polarization is not dependent
on blastomere number. Actin plays an important role in apical polarity [39] and phospho-
rylation of Ezrin is reported to promote F-actin enrichment [41], while de-polymerization
of actin abolishes apical domain formation [47]. Moreover, the actomyosin network is
essential for the recruitment of polarity proteins including the PAR-aPKC complex to the
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apical domain [48]. Hence, it will be important to assess the precise mechanisms by which
bisphenol exposure can disrupt F-actin and limit apical domain formation.

Cell polarization also plays an important role in embryo sealing, which occurs at the
morula stage. This process involves unique F-actin rings as first observed at the 8-cell
stage [39]. The actin rings are formed via cortical actin flows together with a polar micro-
tubule network that excludes F-actin from the apical cortex [20]. Elegant studies revealed
de novo formation of actin rings in outer blastomeres of embryos at the 16-cell stage, which
expand and contact the rings on neighboring cells then undergo a ‘zippering’ process
that reinforces the tight junctions [20], creating an outer permeability seal that is crucial
for blastocele expansion. Notably, brief BPA or BPF exposure during morula formation
disrupts embryo sealing, resulting in significantly fewer fully ‘zippered’ embryos. The
‘non-zippered’ embryos were characterized by disconnected myosin-II filaments as well as
significantly reduced actin ring expansion and contact between adjacent blastomeres. These
results indicate that even brief bisphenol exposure disrupts the establishment and mainte-
nance of the actomyosin network, which was associated with impaired cell polarization as
well as embryo sealing. The actomyosin network is important to promote apical domain
recruitment and to generate the surface tension to facilitate embryo compaction [17,39].
Consistent with this notion, we observed that BPA or BPF exposure decreased the per-
centage of embryos with pERM labeling along its entire surface, indicating reduced cell
adhesion and compaction at the morula stage. Embryo culture with BPA of BPF during
blastocyst formation (72–96 hpf) led to similar disruptions in F-actin labeling. Notably,
blastocyst hatching rates were significantly reduced and may be attributable to impaired
embryo development, as reflected by lower total cell numbers, as well as incomplete
embryo sealing needed for blastocele formation and expansion.

Importantly, exposure to BPA or BPF also altered cell lineage marker profiles in de-
veloping embryos. Labeling for the pluripotency marker NANOG together with CDX2
was used to discern the inner cell mass (ICM) and trophectoderm (TE) lineages, respec-
tively [26,27]. Multiple factors regulate ICM and TE cell lineage specification, including
cell polarity and the Hippo signaling cascade [23,49,50]. Disruption of the lineage marker
profiles was dependent on the timing of bisphenol exposure post fertilization. Transient
exposure to low dose BPA at the zygote stage led to blastocysts with an increased per-
centage of CDX2 positive cells and fewer NANOG positive cells, indicating a skewing
towards TE lineage differentiation. Yet, high dose BPA increased the percent NANOG
positive cells, suggestive of delayed embryo development and cell differentiation. Previous
studies also reported increased NANOG expression in response to BPA exposure in human
prostate stem cells [51]. In addition, later exposure to BPA or BPF during morula formation
(52–72 hpf) also led to a skewing towards the TE lineage with an increased percentage
of CDX2 positive and fewer NANOG positive cells. Interestingly, the percentage of cells
labeled with YAP1 that promotes CDX2 expression, also increased. Yet, cell distribution
was disrupted in BPF-exposed embryos, with fewer YAP1 positive cells localized in an
outer position. In polarized cells, YAP1 binds to TEAD4 and promotes expression on
CDX2, in cells typically located at an outer position in the embryo. Conversely, Hippo
signaling suppresses YAP1 and CDX2 expression in unpolarized inner cells [23,27]. Hence,
the observed altered lineage marker profiles may be associated with disruption of cell
polarization and/or Hippo signaling. Finally, embryos exposed to BPA during blasto-
cyst formation (72–96 hpf) showed fewer CDX2 positive cells, which may reflect delayed
embryo development and TE cell differentiation as these embryos contained few total cells.

Future studies are needed to determine the underlying mechanisms by which BPA
and BPF disrupt cytoskeletal integrity and cell division in the developing embryo. BPA
has been shown to target tubulin [28,44] and disrupt microtubule assembly in somatic cell
lines, leading to metaphase arrest [45]. Longer term exposure to BPA in somatic cells can
also reduce the expression of tubulin and F-actin, as well as cytoskeletal-binding (stabiliza-
tion) proteins such as cofilin-1, vinculin [52], and cortactin [53]. Moreover, the observed
cytoskeletal defects may be linked to bisphenol-mediated mitochondrial damage and/or
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oxidative stress that has been previously reported in oocytes [54–56] and developing em-
bryos [16]. Notably, reactive oxygen species (ROS) can target actin and negatively regulate
its polymerization [57]. It will also be important to extend the current analysis using lower
bisphenol concentrations. The bisphenol doses we used are similar to previous oocyte [29]
and embryo [16] culture studies, but are higher than the range of BPA levels reported in
pregnant women, including urine (<0.5–206 ng/mL), serum (0.4–47.1 ng/mL) and placental
tissue (<0.5–53 ng/g) samples [1], indicative of chronic environmental exposure. Our aim
was to use brief (acute) exposure to test the impact during specific key stages of embryo
development, but future studies will assess the response to lower bisphenol levels and
maternal exposure shortly after fertilization.

In summary, the current study provides novel insight regarding the direct effects
and underlying mechanisms of brief bisphenol exposure during critical stages of pre-
implantation embryo development. We show that even brief embryo culture with either
BPA or BPF impedes mitotic division at all developmental stages tested. Notably, BPA and
BPF disrupts key cytoskeletal components including the actomyosin network that play
an important role in regulating cell polarization, actin ring zippering for embryo sealing
and cell lineage specification. Finally, our data reveals that BPF is more detrimental to
embryonic development compared to BPA, raising concerns regarding its using as a ‘safe’
BPA substitute.
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